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The Aggie Trolley

• Mike Hart with Sierra Railroad contacted a variety of stakeholders to discuss a 
concept of a lightweight rail vehicle connecting downtown with UCD.

• An informal work group began holding lunch meetings.  This concept grew to 
include the new West Village.

• Representatives of UCD, the city of Davis, local developers, environmentalists 
and Sierra Railroad discussed a variety of ways that we could build some zero-
emission light rail vehicle to connect West Village to downtown Davis. Various 
alignments were discussed. 

• Rochelle Swanson from the City of Davis was a key stakeholder.

• Anthony Palmere from Unitrans expanded the concept and held a graduate 
level course in discussing corridor options and vehicle choices.

• Sierra Railroad worked with Rader Railcar and Disney’s Imagineering looking at 
lightweight narrow-gauge vehicles and founds some good solutions which could 
be applied here.



Connecting West Village

• The addition of West 
Village to campus will 
be an enormous 
increase in student 
population and 
traffic.  Busses help, 
but a lightweight rail 
“Aggie Trolley” would 
be an iconic addition 
to the community.



Hutchinson to 1st Street via bridge route



Lightweight Electric Trolley
• Considerable discussions were held with 

trolley manufacturers and specialists in 
electric batteries and solar charging.

• General consensus was that having batteries 
at the base of the trolley would provide stable 
base for a taller two-story narrow-gauge 
trolley.

• Each of the stations would have solar power 
chargers on the passenger platforms which 
would assist in charging the trolleys as they 
came to the station.

• There have been considerable improvements 
to both batteries and charging technologies 
since the original discussions.



ViadUCD Connecting South Davis

• The solution would work to connect UCD and West Village to downtown and the 
Amtrak station, but it would not help South Davis and Research Park.

• There simply is too much infrastructure in the way of making an easy connection.

• One option that was developed was the idea of ViadUCD this was conceived as a way 
to cross over both Highway 80 as well as the Union Pacific Railroad tracks.

• ViadUCD is simply a very wide pedestrian overcrossing.  Each section would be built 
offsite and placed on top of concrete support structures to allow them to clear all 
height requirements for the highway as well as the railroad.

• This would create an easy and attractive pathway connecting South Davis and 
Research Park to both the Aggie Trolley as well as downtown.

• In 2016 Mike Hart asked Clark Pacific construction (a well known builder of freeway 
sections to provide illustrative pricing). 



ViadUCD like the High-Line in NYC

• This new path in the sky 
would allow bikes and 
pedestrians a pathway over 
the traffic and railroad.

• Connect the new conference 
center

• Connect Nishi to the network

• Connect UCD to Research 
Park



ViadUCD to connect South Davis

• The cost of the ViadUCD
system could be at least 
partially offset if retail 
outlets could be built at 
each of the terminals of the 
system.  Some retail could 
also be built on top of this 
new pathway.



Aggie Trolley Alignment
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ViacUCD added to system
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Possible Future Transit Options

• These are simply a 
couple of options 
which could be 
considered when 
looking at the future of 
mobility and access to 
downtown Davis.

• I would be happy to 
continue to 
participate.

• Mike Hart, CEO Sierra 
Railroad Company


